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1 in 3 of your employees are stuck between healthy and sick. It’s time they get 
the help they need. 
Many of your employees have undiagnosed metabolic syndrome, a combination of risk factors that 
increase the likelihood of diabetes, heart disease, and cancer…and it’s costing you. Thirty percent of 
your employees that are in “the middle” make up 70%* of your healthcare spend today.

The typical one-size-fits-all wellness programs are usually not 
sustainable for this high-risk population.

Restore offers a personalized program with dedicated 
coaches and smart technology applications designed to make 
things simple and right for every member, every time. With 
better guidance and tools, members can take little daily steps 
to improve sleep, stress, food choices, and activity for good.

And there’s science behind it – from using clinical measures 
to identify at-risk employees to introducing behavior 
architecture techniques that help people change their 
perspective and long-term behavior.

Reach beyond wellness

Meaningful 
member 

interactions

4x 
daily

Forgot someone?

www.zillion.com/solutions/for-employers/

It’s all about better science, personalized 
delivery and making it easy.

Mobile-first application delivering individualized care 
through interactive coaching, personalized lessons, 
smart devices, and innovative technology.

*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19634296
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Your claims costs go up every year – no 
matter what solutions you try. 
By helping employees reverse their condition, you’ll 
see major savings. Join other leaders in bending the 
healthcare curve while making it easy for people to 
stay healthy.
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Life-changing results
With Restore’s one-year program, employees 
learn to change their unhealthy lifestyle habits 
around eating, exercising, sleeping, and 
managing stress. 95% of participants complete 
the 4 month intervention phase, and more than 

80% reverse one factor. Additionally, the 
at-risk populations experience the following 
clinical outcomes:

Reducing claims costs$2,700
savings 

per member

80%
at-risk pricing

REAL SCIENCE.  REAL SIMPLE.  REAL OUTCOMES.
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These results reflect the aggregate performance for all Restore members who completed the program as of October 2018.


